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Dear Trichopterologist,

Here is number 21 of our Newsletter BRAUERIA, which with help from readers develops
its individual style. This is a slow process because I am not a professional editor
nor layouter.

With the financial situation it is similar. The next few numbers have financial
backing. It would be better if there were more standing orders (please note the
special offer on page 6). It must be noted that readers from poor Eastern European
countries are paying more regularly than many rich Americans or other Westerners.
As I have asked several times: Please send Eurocheques in Austrian currency or
banknotes. What can happen if I get other cheques you can see in this copy:

RAIFFEISENBANK OBERES VBBSTAL « g . O»n. m. b. I
mit Bankftallcn In Göstling/Ybbs. Luni am S«».
Holl«nttaln/Ybbs und St. Q«org«n/Rtlth
OVR:0019U7 BLZ: Sammel-Einzugsauftrag

Ich/Wir beauftrage(n) Sie. lolgende Abschnitte Schecks (Wechsel. Lastschritten. Kupons etc.) i
• Konto guUuschreibe

Bazogener/Zahlungspflichtiger

American Express
102100400 04 5065132680
Kurs: 11,948
-Spesen

Datum

8.7.93

6
Gru

und» (Quuchrift)
3 Kund« (Quittung)

Wi'/j ? o , —

öS 358,44
279,44

7ß.--

1 -Recycling. L Nr.44/i-0AV-fiFI 6302-3 88-403 i

For this cheque of $ 30 which is worth AS 358.kk, the banks have deduced for
expenses AS 279.kk so that I got only AS 79.- which is $ 6.60 !

I have a number of addresses to which I am not clear whether BRAUERIA is sent
on exchange or for purchase. Therefore you find a color marking at the bottom of
this page. If it is RED, please send me the completed form (next to page 20); if
there is no reply, mailing of BRAUERIA to this address will be cancelled.

In a year's time we shall meet again at our next symposium in St,Paul I
Minneapolis. Ralph Holzenthal is busy with the organization. Please find the
invitation and the application forms enclosed.

As for my own news, I revisited some places in Greece last summer where I had
studied caddis and other insects about twenty years ago. I was shocked to see how
many streams have been destroyed or have completely disappeared. Agriculture and
tourism have increased greatly especially in the island of Crete which have an
immense water demand. It would be hard to repeat my earlier studies now.

In winter I spent some weeks on caddis studies in Sumatra. I have now a good
impression of the fauna and ecological conditions. Our zonation studies in northern
Thailand have shown that a rhithron is present in tropical regions not only in very
high altitudes as stated by lilies, but also in low altitudes in warm water, and
that warm-adapted or cool-adapted groups of Trichoptera in the sense of Ross (1956)
do probably not exist; temperature adaptation is on species level only.

With best wishes,

Color marking here means:

BLUE: You get BRAUERIA in exchange (but please contribute voluntarily).
GREEN: You have paid or you get BRAUERIA free.
VIOLET: You have paid for earlier numbers but not for this one.
RED: Your situation is not clear, please return the completed form near page 20,
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